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Spatio-Temporal Structured Sparse Regression with

Hierarchical Gaussian Process Priors
Danil Kuzin, Olga Isupova, and Lyudmila Mihaylova, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper introduces a new sparse spatio-temporal
structured Gaussian process regression framework for online
and offline Bayesian inference. This is the first framework that
gives a time-evolving representation of the interdependencies
between the components of the sparse signal of interest. A
hierarchical Gaussian process describes such structure and the
interdependencies are represented via the covariance matrices of
the prior distributions. The inference is based on the expecta-
tion propagation method and the theoretical derivation of the
posterior distribution is provided in the paper. The inference
framework is thoroughly evaluated over synthetic, real video and
electroencephalography (EEG) data where the spatio-temporal
evolving patterns need to be reconstructed with high accuracy.
It is shown that it achieves 15% improvement of the F-measure
compared with the alternating direction method of multipliers,
spatio-temporal sparse Bayesian learning method and one-level
Gaussian process model. Additionally, the required memory for
the proposed algorithm is less than in the one-level Gaussian
process model. This structured sparse regression framework is
of broad applicability to source localisation and object detection
problems with sparse signals.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
PARSE regression problems arise often in various ap-

plications, e.g., compressive sensing [1], EEG source

localisation [2] and direction of arrival estimation [3]. In

all these applications, a dictionary of basis functions can be

constructed that allows sparse representations of the signals of

interest, i.e. many of the coefficients of the basis functions are

close to zero. This allows to perform sensing tasks with lower

amount of observations than the signal dimensionality. However,

the signal recovery problem becomes more computationally

expensive when sparsity assumptions are incorporated.

The sparse signal representation can be expressed as a

regression problem of finding a signal x given the vector

y of observations and the design matrix A that satisfies the

equation

y = Ax+ ε, (1)

where ε is the Gaussian noise vector, ε ∼ N (ε;0, σ2I), σ2

is the variance and I is the identity matrix. Therefore, the

observations also have a Gaussian distribution

y ∼ N (y;Ax, σ2I). (2)

When the number of observations is less than the number

of coefficients the problem is ill-posed in the sense that it has
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an infinite number of possible solutions and additional regu-

larisation is required. This is usually achieved by imposing lp
penalty functions with 0 ≤ p < 2 [4], [5], [6].

In the compressive sensing literature, it has been shown

that if a matrix A satisfies the restricted isometry property

(RIP) [7] then a solution of a convex l1-minimisation problem

is equivalent to a solution of a sparse l0-minimisation problem.

However, the problem of identification whether a given matrix

satisfies the RIP is NP-hard [8]. In contrast, Bayesian models

do not impose any restrictions on the matrix A and regularise

the problem (1) with sparsity-inducing priors [9].

Bayesian models for sparse regression can be classified

into models with a weak sparsity prior and a strong sparsity

prior [10]. The weak sparsity prior leads to a unimodal posterior

distribution of the signal with a sharp peak at zero, thus each

coefficient has a high posterior probability of being close to

zero. The strong sparsity prior is a mixture of latent binary

variables that explicitly capture whether coefficients are zero or

non-zero. In this paper we consider one type of strong sparsity

priors — spike and slab models.

In spike and slab models, sparsity is achieved by selecting

each component of x from a mixture of a spike distribution,

that is the delta function, and a slab distribution, that is some

flat distribution, usually a Gaussian with a large variance [11].

Following the Bayesian approach, latent variables that are

indicators of spikes are added to the model [12] and a relevant

distribution is placed over them [13]. Therefore, each signal

component has an independent latent variable, which controls

whether this component would be a spike or a slab.

In many applications, the independence assumption is not

valid [14] as non-zero elements tend to appear in groups, and

an unknown structure often exists in the field of the latent

variables. For example, wavelet coefficients of images are

usually organised in trees [15], chromosomes have a spatial

structure along a genome [16], video from single-pixel cameras

has a temporal structure [17]. In these cases it is useful to

introduce additional hierarchical or group penalties that promote

such structures in recovered signals.

A. Contributions

This paper proposes the spike and slab model with a

hierarchical Gaussian process prior on the latent variables.

Such hierarchical prior allows to model spatial structural

dependencies for signal components that can evolve in time.

The model has a flexible structure which is governed only by

the covariance functions of the Gaussian processes. This allows

to model different types of structures and does not require any
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specific knowledge about the structure such as determination

of particular groups of coefficients with similar behaviour. If,

however, there is information about the structure, it can be

easily incorporated into the covariance functions. The model

is flexible as spatial and temporal dependencies are decoupled

by different levels of the hierarchical Gaussian process prior.

Therefore, the spatial and temporal structures are modelled

independently allowing to encode different assumptions for

each type of structure. It allows to reduce complexity and

process streaming data.

Overall, the main contributions of this work consist in:

1) the proposed novel spike and slab model with the

hierarchical Gaussian process prior for signal recovery

with spatio-temporal structural dependencies;

2) the developed Bayesian inference algorithm based on

expectation propagation;

3) the novel online inference algorithm for streaming data

based on Bayesian filtering;

4) a thorough validation and evaluation of the proposed

method over synthetic and real data including the electrical

activity data for the EEG source localisation problem and

video data for the compressive background subtraction

problem.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II reviews the

related work. Section III provides an overview of existing

spike and slab models. The proposed model and the inference

algorithm are presented in Section IV. Section V demonstrates

the online version of the algorithm. Section VI presents the

complexity evaluation and numerical experiments. Section VII

concludes the paper. Appendices provide theoretical derivations

of the inference algorithm.

II. RELATED WORK

Different spatial structure assumptions for sparse models

have been extensively studied in the literature. The group

lasso [18], [19] extends the classical lasso method for group

sparsity such that coefficients form groups and all coefficients

in a group are either non-zero or zero together, but groups

are required to be defined in advance. In contrast to group

lasso, structural dependencies in our model are defined by the

parameters of covariance functions of the Gaussian processes

(GPs) and the actual groups are inferred from the data.

Group constraints for weak sparse models include smooth

relevance vector machines [20], spatio-temporal coupling of

the parameters for the scale mixture of Gaussians repre-

sentation [21], [22], row and element sparsity [23], block

sparsity [24].

For spike and slab priors a spatio-temporal structure is

modelled with a one-level Gaussian processes prior [25], where

the prior is imposed on all locations of non-zero components

together. The covariance matrix is represented as the Kronecker

product of the temporal and spatial matrices.

In contrast to the one-level GP our model introduces an

additional level of a GP prior for temporal dependencies.

Therefore, the temporal and spatial structures are decoupled.

The proposed model is thus more flexible. Broadly speaking,

the top-level GP can encode the slow change of groups of

spikes positions in time while the low-level GP allows to

model the local changes of each group. The one-level GP prior

model also requires significantly more memory to store the

covariance function for modelling both spatial and temporal

structural dependencies as it is built as a Kronecker product of

spatial and temporal covariance matrices. The resulting size of

the covariance matrix scales quadratically with spatio-temporal

dimensionality, which makes it infeasible even for average

size problems, whereas for our model the total size of two

covariance matrices scales linearly.

More importantly, in the proposed model structural depen-

dencies are considered at every timestamp whereas in [25]

the GP prior is imposed on the whole batch of data. This

consideration of every timestamp allows us to develop an

incremental inference algorithm — all latent variables are

inferred for the new time moment in the similar manner as for

the offline inference. Meanwhile, it is unclear how to apply

the one-level GP model to the incremental data without re-

processing the previous data.

GPs are widely used to model complex structures and

dynamics in data not only in sparse problems. In [26] GP

is used as a prior for nonlinear state transition and observation

functions for state-space Bayesian filtering. Hierarchical GP

models are proposed to model structures in [27].

III. SPARSE MODELS FOR STRUCTURED DATA

This section presents a roadmap of models that are used

in the formulation of the proposed spatio-temporal structured

sparse model. It starts from the basic spike and slab model

and continues with its extension for structured data.

The generative model for the spatio-temporal regression

problem can be formulated in the following way:

• The data is collected for the sequence of the T discrete

timestamps. Indexes are denoted by t ∈ [1, . . . , T ].
• At each timestamp t the unknown signal of size N is de-

noted by xt = [x1t, . . . , xNt]
⊤. Signals at all timestamps

are concatenated into a matrix X = [x1, . . . ,xT ].
• The observations of size K are denoted by yt =
[y1t, . . . , yKt]

⊤. They are obtained with the design matrix

A ∈ R
K×N . Observations at all timestamps are concate-

nated into matrix Y = [y1, . . . ,yT ].
• An independent Gaussian noise with the variance σ2 is

added to the observations.

The probabilistic model can be then expressed as

p(yt|xt) = N (yt;Axt, σ
2I) ∀t. (3)

It is assumed that the dimensionality K of observations yt

is less than the dimensionality N of signals xt, therefore

the problem of recovery of signal xt from observations yt is

underdetermined and it can have an infinite number of solutions.

Sparsity-inducing priors allow to specify additional constraints

that lead to a unique optimal solution.

A. Factor graphs

For Bayesian models, factor graphs are used to visualise

complex distributions [28] in a form of undirected graphical
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models. They are also important for the approximate inference

method described in Section IV.

The joint probability density function p(·) of latent vari-

ables ζi can be factorised as a product of factors ψC that are

functions of a corresponding set of latent variables ζC

p(ζ1, ..., ζm) =
1

Z

∏

C

ψC(ζC), (4)

where Z is a normalisation constant. This factorisation can

be represented as a bipartite graph with variable vertices

corresponding to ζi, factor vertices corresponding to ψC and

edges connecting corresponding vertices.

The distribution of latent variables xt in (3) can be repre-

sented as a factor

gt(xt) = N (yt;Axt, σ
2I). (5)

The factor graphs are used in this paper to visualise different

spike and slab models. In Fig. 1 – 3 circles represent variable

vertices and small squares represent factor vertices.

B. Spike and slab model

Sparsity can be induced with the spike and slab model [29],

where additional latent variables Ω = {ωit}t=1:T, i=1:N

indicate if signal components xit are zeros. This is represented

as a mixture of a spike and a slab

p(xit|ωit) = ωitδ0(xit) + (1− ωit)N (xit; 0, σ
2
x), (6)

where spike δ0(·) is the delta function centered at zero, and

slab is the Gaussian distribution with the variance σ2
x. The

conditional distributions p(xit|ωit) are further denoted by

factors fit(ωit, xit).
In this model {ωit}i=1:N are considered conditionally

independent given xt. The prior is imposed on the indicators

p(ωit) = Ber(ωit; z), (7)

where Ber(·; z) denotes a Bernoulli distribution with the success

probability parameter z. The prior distributions p(ωit) are

further denoted by hind
it (ωit). The problem (5) – (7) can be

solved independently for each t.
The model can be represented as a factor graph (Fig. 1) with

a product of factors (5) – (7) for all t and i.
The posterior p(X,Ω) of latent variables X and Ω is

p =

T∏

t=1

[
gt(xt)

N∏

i=1

[
fit(ωit, xit)h

ind
it (ωit)

]
]
. (8)

C. Spike and slab model with a spatial structure

A spatial structure can be implemented by adding interdepen-

dencies for the locations of spikes in xit [25], [30], [31]. This

is achieved by modelling the probabilities of spikes with the ad-

ditional latent variables Γ = [γ1, . . . ,γT ] = {γit}t=1:T, i=1:N

that are samples from a Gaussian process. A Gaussian process

is a way to specify prior on functions, it can be defined as

an infinite expansion of multivariate Gaussian distribution.

In GP all finite subsets of variables have a joint Gaussian

distribution. The properties of the structure are defined through

x1t x2t . . . xNt

ω1t ω2t ωNt

gt

f1t f2t fNt

h1t h2t hNt

Fig. 1. Spike and slab model for one time moment (different time moments
are independent). All signal components are conditionally independent given
data, therefore structural assumptions cannot be modelled.

the covariance function of GP, which in this paper is assumed

to be squared exponential:

p(γt) = N (γt;µt,Σ0), Σ0(i, j) = αΣ exp

(
−
(i− j)2

2ℓ2Σ

)
,

(9)

where µt is the mean vector and Σ0 is the covariance matrix

with the hyperparameters αΣ and ℓ2Σ.

The conditional independence assumption for ωit from (7)

is replaced by

p(ωit|γit) = Ber(ωit; Φ(γit)), (10)

p(γt) = N (γt;µt,Σ0), (11)

where Φ(·) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution

function (cdf). Scaling is required to normalise probabilities

to the [0, 1] interval and it is convenient to use Φ(·) for this

purpose in the derivations with GPs [32]. The conditional

distributions p(ωit|γit) are denoted by factors hit(ωit, γit).
The prior distributions p(γt) are denoted by rind

t (γt).
In this model {γt}t=1:T are independent and therefore the

problem can be solved separately for each timestamp. Using

the introduced factors (5), (6) and (10) – (11), factor graph

can be built as in Figure 2. The posterior p(X,Ω,Γ) of the

latent variables is given by

p =

T∏

t=1

[
gt(xt)

N∏

i=1

[fit(ωit, xit)hit(ωit, γit)] rt(γt)

]
. (12)

IV. THE PROPOSED SPATIO-TEMPORAL STRUCTURED SPIKE

AND SLAB MODEL

In this paper a spatio-temporal latent structure of the

positions of non-zero signal components is considered for

the underdetermined recovery problem (3). The following

assumptions are introduced:

1) xt is sparse, i.e. it contains a lot of zeros for each

timestamp t;
2) non-zero elements in xt are clustered in groups for each

timestamp t;
3) these groups can move and evolve in time.

This recovery problem is addressed with the hierarchical

Bayesian approach. As in Section III-B, the first assumption
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x1t x2t . . . xNt

ω1t ω2t ωNt

γ1t γ2t γNt

gt

f1t f2t fNt

h1t h2t hNt

rt

Fig. 2. Spike and slab model with a spatial structure for one time moment. The
locations of spikes have a GP distribution, therefore encouraging a structure
in space, but they are independent in time.

can be implemented in the model using the spike and slab

prior (6).

Similarly to Section III-C, the second model assumption

can be implemented by adding spatial dependencies for the

positions of spikes in xit. This is achieved by modelling the

probabilities of spikes Ω with the scaled GP on Γ (10), (11).

GPs specify a prior over an unknown structure. This is

particularly useful as it allows to avoid a specification of

any structural patterns — the only parameter for structural

modelling is the GP covariance function.

The third condition is addressed with the dynamic hierarchi-

cal GP prior. The mean M = [µ1, . . . ,µT ] for the spatial GP

evolves over time according to the top-level temporal GP

µt ∼ N (µt;µt−1,W), W(i, j) = αW exp

(
−
(i− j)2

2ℓ2W

)
,

(13)

where W is the squared exponential covariance matrix of the

temporal GP with the hyperparameters αW and ℓ2W .

This allows to implicitly specify the prior over the evolution

function of the structure. The rate of the evolution is controlled

with the top-level GP covariance function.

According to these assumptions, the model can be expressed

as a factor graph (Figure 3) where the factor rt(γt,µt)
denotes N (γt;µt,Σ0) and the factor ut(µt,µt−1) denotes

N (µt;µt−1,W).
The full posterior distribution p(X,Ω,Γ,M) is then

p =

T∏

t=1

[
gt(xt)

N∏

i=1

[fit(xit, ωit)hit(ωit, γit)] rt(γt,µt)

]

×
T∏

t=2

ut(µt,µt−1). (14)

The exact posterior for the proposed hierarchical spike

and slab model is intractable, therefore approximate inference

methods should be used. In this paper expectation propaga-

tion (EP) [33] is employed. EP is shown to be the most effective

Bayesian inference method for sparse modelling [34].

In this section the description of the EP method and the

key components of the inference for the proposed model are

presented. The details of the inference algorithm can be found

in the appendices.

A. Expectation propagation

EP is a deterministic inference method that approximates the

posterior distribution using the factor decomposition (4), where

each factor is approximated with distributions ψ̃C(·) from the

exponential family:

p̃(ζ1, ..., ζm) =
1

Z̃

∏

C

ψ̃C(ζC), (15)

where p̃ is an approximating distribution and Z̃ is a nor-

malisation constant. Approximating factorised distribution is

determined by minimisation of the Kullback-Leibler (KL)

divergence with the true distribution. The KL-divergence is a

common measure of similarity between distributions.

Direct approximation is intractable due to intractability

of the true posterior. Minimisation of the KL divergence

between individual factors ψC and ψ̃C may not provide good

approximation for the resulted product. In EP, approximation

of each factor is performed in the context of other factors

to improve a result for the final product. Iteratively one

of the factors is chosen for refinement. The chosen factor

ψ̃C is refined to minimise the KL-divergence between the

product q ∝ ψ̃C

∏
C′ 6=C ψ̃C′ and ψC

∏
C′ 6=C ψ̃C′ , where the

approximating factor is replaced with a factor from the true

posterior.

Factor refinement consists of five steps which are summarised

below (with details given in Appendices B-E).

1) Compute a cavity distribution q\C ∝
q

ψ̃C

: the joint

distribution without the factor ψ̃C

2) Compute a tilted distribution ψCq
\C : the product of the

cavity distribution and the true factor

3) Refine the approximation q: q∗ = argmin KL
(
ψCq

\C ||q
)

by minimising the KL-divergence between the tilted

distribution ψCq
\C and the approximating distribution q.

This is equivalent to matching the moments of the

distributions [33].

4) Compute an updated factor ψ̃new
C ∝

q∗

q\C
using the refined

approximation and cavity distribution.

5) Update the current joint posterior qnew ∝
ψ̃new
C

∏
C′ 6=C ψ̃C′ with the newly updated factor

ψ̃new
C .

B. Approximating factors

Here the key components of the EP inference algorithm for

the proposed model are provided. The true posterior p (14) is

approximated with the distribution q

q =
∏

t

qgtqftqht
qrtqut

, (16)

where each factor qa, a ∈ {gt, ft, ht, rt, ut}, is from the

exponential family and all latent variables are separated in

the factors.
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x1t x2t · · · xNt

ω1t ω2t ωNt

γ1t γ2t γNt· · · · · ·

µt−1· · ·µ1 µt+1 · · · µTµt

· · · · · ·

gt

f1t f2t fNt

h1t h2t hNt

rt

u2 ut−1 ut ut+1 ut+2 uT

Fig. 3. Proposed spike and slab model with a spatio-temporal structure. The locations of spikes have a GP distribution in space with parameters that are
controlled by a top-level GP and they evolve in time, therefore promoting temporal dependence.

Below the factors qa of the approximating posterior q are

introduced. Gaussian and Bernoulli distributions are used in

the factors, which parameters are updated during the iterations

of the EP algorithm.

The factors gt = N (yt;Axt, σ
2I) from (5) can be viewed

as the distributions of xt with fixed observed variables yt:

qgt = N (xt;mgt ,Vgt), where mgt = (A⊤A)−1A⊤yt,

Vgt = σ2(A⊤A)−1.

The factors ft =
∏N

i=1 fit and ht =
∏N

i=1 hit from (6)

and (10) are approximated with the products of Gaussian and

Bernoulli distributions

qft = N (xt;mft ,Vft)

N∏

i=1

Ber(ωit; Φ(zfit)), (17)

qht
= N (γt;νht

,Sh)

N∏

i=1

Ber(ωit; Φ(zhit
)), (18)

where the components of xt and γt are independent. Therefore,

the covariance matrices Vft and Sh are diagonal1. Distribution

parameters mft , Vft , zfit , νht
, Sh, and zhit

are updated

during EP iterations according to Appendices B and C.

The approximation for the factors rt = N (γt;µt,Σ0) and

ut = N (µt;µt−1,W) from (9) and (13) is intended to separate

the latent variables and it is represented as products of Gaussian

distributions

qrt = N (γt;νrt ,Sr)N (µt; ert ,Dr), (19)

qut
= N (µt−1; eut←,Du←)N (µt; eut→,Du→). (20)

Distribution parameters ert , Dr, νrt , Sr, eut←, Du←, eut→,

and Du→ are updated during EP iterations according to

Appendices D and E.

The posterior approximation q given by (16) thus contains

the products of Gaussian and Bernoulli distributions that are

equal to unnormalised Gaussian and Bernoulli distributions,

respectively (Appendix A). This can be conveniently expressed

1Note that Sh does not depend on time. In this paper, single covariance
matrices are used for all time moments for both GP variables γ and µ in the
approximating factors. However, the method can be applied with individual
covariance matrices for each time moment as well.

in terms of the natural parameters and q can be represented in

terms of distributions of the latent variables.

For xt in q this product property leads to the Gaussian

distribution N (xt;mt,Vt) with natural parameters

V−1t = V−1gt
+V−1ft

, V−1t mt = V−1gt
mgt +V−1ft

mft . (21)

Similarly, γt in q is distributed as N (γt;νt,S), where

natural parameters are

S−1 = S−1h + S−1r , S−1νt = S−1h νht
+ S−1r νrt . (22)

The top GP latent variables µt have the Gaussian distribu-

tions N (µt; et,D) with natural parameters

D−1 = D−1r +D−1u→1t>1 +D−1u←1t<T , (23a)

D−1et = D−1r ert +D−1u→eut→1t>1+

D−1u←eut+1←1t<T , (23b)

where 1 is the indicator function.

The distributions for ωt are
∏N

i=1 Ber(ωit; Φ(zit)) with the

parameters

zit = Φ−1

([
(1− Φ(zfit))(1− Φ(zhit

))

Φ(zfit)Φ(zhit
)

+ 1

]−1)
. (24)

The full approximating posterior q is then

q =

T∏

t=1

N (xt;mt,Vt)

T∏

t=1

N∏

i=1

Ber(ωit; Φ(zit))

×
T∏

t=1

N (γt;νt,S)

T∏

t=1

N (µt; et,D). (25)

In the EP inference algorithm, each of the introduced

approximating factors qft , qht
, qrt , qut

is iteratively updated

according to the factor refinement procedure as in Section IV-A.

Note that the factors qgt are not updated, as the corresponding

factors gt from the true posterior distribution are already from

the exponential family.
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C. Implementation details

There are no theoretical guarantees of EP convergence.

However, it can be achieved using damping [35]: during step 4

of the factor refinement procedure in Section IV-A the factor

is updated as qdamp
a = (qnew

a )η(qold
a )1−η , where qold

a is the value

of the factor from the previous iteration, qnew
a is the updated

value of the factor, η ∈ (0, 1] is the damping coefficient. It

is exponentially decreased as η = ηoldξ after each iteration,

where ξ ∈ (0, 1] is the parameter that governs the speed of

exponential decrease and ηold is the value of the damping

coefficient from the previous iteration.

It is also known that during the EP updates negative variances

can appear [34]. In this case negative variances are replaced

with a large value representing +∞.

V. ONLINE INFERENCE WITH BAYESIAN FILTERING

In this section the problem (3) is considered for streaming

data, i.e. when new data becomes available at every timestamp.

The conventional batch inference can be infeasible for large

or streaming data. The developed online Bayesian filtering

algorithm for the model presented in Section IV allows to

iteratively update the approximation of x based on new samples

of data.

Bayesian filtering consist of two steps that are iterated for

each new sample of data:

• prediction, where an estimate of a hidden system state at

the next time step is predicted based on the observations

available at the current time moment;

• update, where this estimate is updated once an observation

at the next time moment is obtained.

In the proposed model the hidden state is represented by the

latent variables xt, ωt, γt and µt that should be inferred based

on observations yt.

A. Prediction

At the prediction step for the timestamp t+ 1 the current

estimate of the posterior distribution of the latent variables

p(xt,ωt,γt,µt|y1:t) is available. It is based on all observa-

tions y1:t = [y1, . . . ,yt] up to the timestamp t. The initial

estimate of this posterior can be obtained by the offline

inference algorithm applied to the initial Tinit timestamps.

Marginalisation of the latent variables for the current

timestamp t allows to obtain predictions for the latent variables

for the next timestamp t+ 1

p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|y1:t) =

=

∫
p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|xt,ωt,γt,µt)

× p(xt,ωt,γt,µt|y1:t)dxtdωtdγtdµt (26)

The first term in the integral (26) is factorised according to

the generative model (5),(6),(10), and (13)

p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|xt,ωt,γt,µt)

= p(xt+1|ωt+1)p(ωt+1|γt+1)p(γt+1|µt+1)p(µt+1|µt)
(27)

Therefore, the terms related to variables xt+1, ωt+1 and

γt+1 are independent from the integral variables in (26) and

the integral can be rewritten as
∫
p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|xt,ωt,γt,µt)

× p(xt,ωt,γt,µt|y1:t)dxtdωtdγtdµt

= p(xt+1|ωt+1)p(ωt+1|γt+1)p(γt+1|µt+1)

×

∫
p(µt+1|µt)p(µt|y1:t)dµt (28)

The initial estimate of the posterior p(µTinit
|y1:Tinit

) obtained

from the offline EP algorithm is a Gaussian distribution:

p(µTinit
|y1:Tinit

) = N (µTinit
; e1:Tinit

,D1:Tinit
), (29)

where e1:Tinit
and D1:Tinit

are the mean and the covariance

matrix of the estimate of the posterior for µTinit
obtained based

on observations y1:Tinit
.

According to the generative model (13) the first term of the

integral in (28) is also Gaussian, therefore the integral is also

a Gaussian distribution on µt+1 for t = Tinit:
∫
p(µt+1|µt)p(µt|y1:t)dµt

= N (µt+1; e1:t,D
predict
1:t )

def
= p̂(µt+1), (30)

where D
predict
1:t = W +D1:t is the covariance of the predicted

distribution.

Substitution of (28) and (30) back into (26) provides the

predicted distribution:

p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|y1:t)

=p(xt+1|ωt+1)p(ωt+1|γt+1)p(γt+1|µt+1)p̂(µt+1) (31)

B. Update

At the update step the predicted distribution (31) of the

latent variables for the next timestamp is corrected with the

new data yt+1

p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|y1:t+1)

=
1

Z
p(yt+1|xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1)

× p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|y1:t)

=
1

Z
p(yt+1|xt+1)p(xt+1|ωt+1)p(ωt+1|γt+1)

× p(γt+1|µt+1)p̂(µt+1), (32)

where Z is the normalisation constant.

Since components of the vectors xt+1 and ωt+1 are

conditionally independent, the terms p(xt+1|ωt+1) and

p(ωt+1|γt+1) are further factorised:

p(xt+1,ωt+1,γt+1,µt+1|y1:t+1)

=
1

Z
p(yt+1|xt+1)

[
N∏

i=1

p(xit+1|ωit+1)p(ωit+1|γit+1)

]

× p(γt+1|µt+1)p̂(µt+1), (33)

The resulting formula for update (33) is the same as the

posterior distribution (14) with the only exception in the term
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related to µt. The approximation of this posterior is proposed

in Section IV. The algorithm is only required to be adjusted

for the new factor p̂(µt+1).
The factor p̂(µt+1) is a Gaussian distribution, i.e. it is from

the exponential family already and it only depends on a single

latent variable, therefore this factor should not be updated in

the EP iterations. The information from this factor will be

passed through the general approximating distribution q to the

other factors.

In the EP algorithm used for inference of the updated

distribution (33) the distribution for µt is approximated with

the Gaussian distribution for any t. Therefore, the identity (30)

is true for any t and the whole procedure can be applied for

all timestamps.

C. Minibatch filtering

The developed Bayesian filtering procedure can be easily

extended to the case of inferring minibatches for timestamps

[t+ 1 : t+M ], where M is the size of a minibatch:

p(xt+1:t+M ,ωt+1:t+M ,γt+1:t+M ,µt+1:t+M |y1:t+M ) (34)

rather than for the next timestamp t+ 1 only as in (33).

Indeed, due to conditional independence marginalisation (26)

also comes down to integral (30) similar to (28). And the update

step can also be performed by the EP algorithm with the only

difference that it should be applied for M timestamps rather

than one.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

This section presents validation and evaluation results for

the proposed algorithms. The performance of these two-level

GP algorithms is compared with:

• the spatio-temporal spike and slab model with a one-level

GP prior and its modification with common precision

approximation [25];

• a popular alternating direction method of multipli-

ers (ADMM) method [36], which is a convex optimisation

method used here for the lasso problem [4];

• a spatio-temporal sparse Bayesian learning (STSBL)

algorithm [37].

For quantitative comparison, the following measures are

used:

• NMSE(normalised mean square error) =
‖X− X̂‖2F

‖X‖2F
,

where X is the true signal, X̂ is the estimate, computed

as the mean of the approximated posterior distribution,

‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix;

• F-measure [13] = 2
precision · recall

precision + recall
between non-zero

elements of the true signal X and non-zero elements of

the estimate X̂.

The NMSE shows the normalised error of signal reconstruction,

with 0 corresponding to an ideal match. The F-measure shows

how well slab locations are restored. An F-measure equal to 1

means that the true and estimated signals coincide, whilst 0

corresponds to lack of similarity between them. Arguably, for
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Fig. 4. Examples of the true signal X for the synthetic data. In each example
two groups of slabs generated at t = 1 evolve in time until t = 50.

the sparse regression problem, the NMSE is less meaningful

than the F-measure [38].

Both two-level and one-level GP algorithms are iterated until

convergence, which is measured by difference in the estimate

of the signal X̂ at the current and previous iterations.

A. Synthetic data

In this experiment, the algorithm performance is studied

on synthetic data with known true values of signal X and

slab locations Ω. The synthetic data represents the signals that

have slowly evolving in time groups of non-zero elements. To

create a spatio-temporal structure of slabs at the first timestamp

t = 1 two groups of slab locations are generated with Poisson-

distributed sizes for the signal xt of dimensionality N = 100.

Then, from t = 2 to t = T = 50, these groups randomly

evolve: each border of each group can go up, down, or stay at

the same location with such probabilities that in average the

sparsity level remains 95%. In such way, locations of the slab

groups are generated. The values of non-zero elements of the

signal are then drawn from the distribution N (0, 104). This

procedure is repeated 10 times to generate 10 data samples.

The examples of generated X are shown in Fig. 4.

The elements of the design matrix A are generated as

independent and identically distributed (iid) samples from the

standard Gaussian. For each of the data samples, observations

Y = AX of different length K are generated. The value K/N
is referred as an undersampling ratio. It changes from 10% to

55%.

The algorithms are evaluated in terms of average F-measure,

NMSE and time2 (Fig. 5) on this data. On the interval between

10% and 20% of the undersampling ratio both inference

methods for the two-level GP model and full EP inference for

the one-level GP model show competitive results in terms of

the accuracy metrics while outperforming the other methods.

On the interval between 20% and 30% of the undersampling

ratio the inference methods for one- and two-level GP models

are already able to perfectly reconstruct the sparse signal

while both ADMM and STSBL show less accurate results.

STSBL achieves the perfect reconstruction starting from the

undersampling ratio 30% and ADMM achieves these results

starting from the undersampling ratio 50%.

In the proposed EP algorithm for the two-level GP model

(Section IV), the complexity of each iteration is O(N3T ),
as matrices of size N × N are inverted for each timestamp

2Time is evaluated with 4.2GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16GB RAM.
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to compute cavity distributions for the factors u and r. In

the proposed online inference algorithm (Section V), first the

offline version is trained on size Tinit. Then, when new data

of size M is available, the previous results are used as prior

and the complexity of update is O(N3M), while in the offline

version it is O(N3(Tinit +M)).
On average, the proposed two-level GP algorithm requires

similar to the full one-level GP algorithm number of iterations

for convergence: approximately 30 iterations on the interval

between 10% and 20% of the undersampling ratio, 15 iterations

on the interval between 20% and 30%, and less than 10
iterations for the higher undersampling ratios. The approximate

inference algorithm for the one-level GP model takes slightly

more iterations to converge.

In the one-level GP algorithm [25] the complexity of one

iteration is O(N3T 3). This is related to inversion of full spatio-

temporal covariance matrix. It is addressed with low rank

and common precision approximations [25], which reduce

both the computational complexity and the quality of the

results. The K-rank approximation, where K is a parameter

of the algorithm, reduces the computational complexity to

O(N2KT ) and the common precision approximation reduces

it to O(N2T + T 2N).
In terms of the computational time the full EP inference

for the one-level GP model is the slowest method. The

approximated inference for the one-level GP model significantly

improve its performance in terms of the computational time

while also cause loss in accuracy. The ADMM method shows

similar results to the approximated one-level GP model in terms

of the computational time, but has even bigger loss in terms of

both accuracy measures. The STSBL takes slightly more time

for the lower values of the undersampling ratio, which helps it

to achieve better results than the ADMM method in terms of the

accuracy measures. The proposed offline and online inference

methods for the two-level GP method demonstrate a satisfactory

trade-off between computational time and accuracy. They obtain

competitive results in terms of accuracy measures as the full EP

inference for the one-level GP model while require significantly

less computational time. In terms of computational time the

proposed method demonstrates competitive results with the

STSBL method.

The proposed online inference method for the two-level GP

model allows to save computational time while preserving

the accuracy of the recovered signal. Note that the developed

inference methods for the two-level GP model outperform

competitors in the lowest undersampling ratio interval, i.e. they

require less measurements to get the same quality as other

algorithms.

B. Real data: moving object detection in video

The considered methods for sparse regression are compared

on the problem of object detection in video sequences. The

Convoy dataset [39] is used where a background frame is

subtracted from each video frame. As moving objects take

only part of a frame the considered signal of the subtracted

video frames is sparse. Moreover, objects are represented

as clusters of pixels, which evolve in time. Therefore, the
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Fig. 5. Performance of the algorithms on the synthetic data. Note that the
NMSE plots have logarithmic scale of y-axis. As the convergence criteria

is
||X̂new − X̂old||∞

||X̂old||∞
< 10−3, values below 10−3 are less significant.

The proposed algorithms referred as two-level GP and two-level GP online
outperform others in the 10−20% interval, where the number of observations
is the lowest.

background subtraction application fully satisfies the proposed

spatio-temporal structured model assumptions.

The frames with subtracted background are resized to 32×32
pixels and reshaped as vectors xt ∈ R

N , N = 1024. The

number of frames in the dataset is T = 260. The sparse obser-

vations are obtained as Y = AX, where A ∈ R
K×N is the

matrix with iid Gaussian elements. 10 different random design

matrices A are used to generate 10 data samples. The number

of observations K is chosen such that the undersampling ratio

K/N changes from 10% to 55%. This procedure corresponds
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Fig. 6. Performance of the algorithms on the Convoy data. The proposed
algorithms referred as two-level GP and two-level GP online outperform the
others in the 20−30% interval. On the interval 10−15% all methods cannot
reconstruct the true signal. The NMSE plot shows that the proposed algorithms
underperform the competitors for the values higher than 30%, but the visual
difference in performance becomes insignificant that is demonstrated in Fig. 7.

to compressive sensing observations [40].

For this problem the full EP inference for the one-level GP

model is infeasible due to its memory requirements, therefore

only the common precision approximated inference for the

one-level GP model is considered.

The average F-measure and NMSE obtained by all the

algorithms on the Convoy data are presented in Fig. 6. The

proposed algorithm shows the best results for the undersampling

ratio 20 − 30%. For larger values of the undersampling

ratio all the algorithms provide close almost ideal results of

reconstruction.

Fig. 7 presents the reconstructed sample frame from the

Convoy data. For all the algorithms, the reconstruction results

are provided for the undersampling ratio 10%, where the

proposed algorithms slightly underperform the competitors in

terms of the quality metrics, for the undersampling ratio 20%,

where the proposed algorithm outperforms the competitors

both in terms of NMSE and the F-measure, and for the

undersampling ratio 40%, where the proposed algorithms

show a little higher NMSE. It is clearly seen that for the

undersampling ratio 10% the difference in the quality metrics is

insignificant since none of the methods is able to reconstruct the

signal. The STSBL represents an exceptional example but still

the frame reconstructed by this method contains considerable

amount of noise. For the undersampling ratio 20% the proposed

method provides the clear reconstructed frame in contrast to the

reconstructed frames by all the competitors that are more noisy.

Meanwhile, for the undersampling ratio 40% the difference

between reconstruction results by all four algorithms is not

remarkable.

Note that similar to the synthetic data experiment the

proposed algorithms obtain the best results for the lowest un-

dersampling ratio values where the reconstruction is reasonable,

i.e. they require a less number of observations.

C. Real data: EEG source localisation

The third experiment is devoted to the EEG source localisa-

tion problem.

The goal of the non-invasive EEG source localisation

problem is to find 3D locations of dipoles such that their

electromagnetic field coincides with the field measured by

electrodes on the human head cortex. This is important,

for example, for localisation of active areas in human-brain

interfaces and treatment of neurological disorders [41], [42].

This problem is ill-posed in sense that there exist an infinite

number of possible active areas inside the brain that could

produce the same field on the head cortex. To regularise the

problem, we use the idea that slab locations are distributed

in space and temporally evolve, similar to [43]. Similar idea

applies to the MEG source localisation [44].

Using the earlier introduced notation, the EEG source

localisation problem is stated as

yt = Axt + εt, ∀t ∈ [1, . . . , T ], (35)

where yt ∈ R
K is the vector containing observations of

potential differences taken from K = 69 electrodes placed

on a human head cortex, A ∈ R
K×N is the lead field matrix

corresponding to N/3 = 272 voxels, xt ∈ R
N is the signal,

that is the current density of dipole activation.

Here xt represents the dipole moments corresponding to the

grid locations:

xt =
[
x1x, x1y, x1z, x2x, x2y, x2z, . . . , xN

3
z

]⊤
. (36)

For each grid voxel i inside the brain with location coordi-

nates loc(i) = (xi, yi, zi) the corresponding dipole moments

(xix, xiy, xiz) along the 3D axis are considered.

We employ the following covariance function that promotes

close values for collinear dipole moments corresponding to

close grid positions

K(i, j) = αK exp

(
−
d(i, j)2

2ℓ2
K

)
, K ∈ {Σ0,W}, (37)

where the distance is computed as

d(i, j) =

{
0, if axis for dipole moments i, j are different

||loc(i)− loc(j)||22, otherwise.
(38)

Hyperparameters are selected so that the sampled potential

differences have the similar behaviour as the provided data.

The data and lead field matrix for the experiments is

processed with EEGLAB [45]. We use the data provided in
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(a) Original frame (b) Two-level GP 10% (c) One-level GP 10% (d) ADMM 10% (e) STSBL 10%

(f) Background frame (g) Two-level GP 20% (h) One-level GP 20% (i) ADMM 20% (j) STSBL 20%

(k) Reference object de-
tection

(l) Two-level GP 40% (m) One-level GP 40% (n) ADMM 40% (o) STSBL 40%

Fig. 7. Sample frame with reconstruction results from sparse observations for the Convoy data. (a), (f): the original and static background non-compressed
frames; (k): object detection results based on non-compressed frame difference (static background frame is subtracted from the original frame); (b), (g), (l):
reconstruction of compressed object detection results based on the proposed online two-level GP method; (c), (h), (m): reconstruction of the compressed object
detection results based on the one-level GP method; (d), (i), (n): reconstruction of the compressed object detection results based on the ADMM method; (e),
(j), (o): reconstruction of the compressed object detection results based on the STSBL method. (b), (c), (d), and (e) show the results for the undersampling
rate 10%, where all the algorithms fail to reconstruct the true signal. (g), (h), (i), and (j) show the reconstruction for the undersampling rate 20%, where
the difference in performance between the algorithms is visible. While for the undersampling rate 40% ((l), (m), (n), and (o)) reconstruction results are
indistinguishable in quality.

(a) Located dipole moments 1 ms
after the event

(b) Located dipole moments 170 ms
after the event

Fig. 8. Located dipoles by the proposed offline two-level GP method for the
EEG source localisation problem. There is no brain response immediately after
the event and (a) demonstrates reconstructed brain active area that remains
active during the whole period and it is not related to the event. While (b)
shows the reconstructed active area when the brain response to the event is
detected.

EEGLAB for the source localisation problem with annotated

events.

Figure 8 presents located dipoles by the proposed method

for the fourth event at two given time moments. The first time

moment is taken right after the event happened and there is no

response to it in the brain activity yet. The second time moment

is chosen when the response is detected. Figure 9 shows the

comparison of measured and restored potential differences by

the proposed algorithm.

The true signal X is unknown for the EEG source localisation
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(b) Reconstructed EEG (AX̂)

Fig. 9. Reconstruction by the proposed offline two-level GP method of the EEG
signal. As the true active dipole areas are not known, reconstruction quality
is based on the observations Y. Reconstructed EEG has lower magnitude,
potentially because noise has been taken into account.

problem, therefore, NMSE between the observations yt and

reconstructed Ax̂t is used for the quantitative comparison in

this experiment. The obtained results for all the algorithms

around the time of the brain response are presented in Fig. 10.

The proposed two-level GP algorithms show the best results

among the competitors. Both proposed offline and online

inference methods demonstrate similar performance. Note that

in this experiment the undersampling ratio is approximately

8%, which confirms that the proposed method is able to provide

better results for lower values of the undersampling ratio.
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Fig. 10. Results for NMSE between yt and Ax̂t during the brain response
time. The proposed algorithms referred as two-level GP and two-level GP
online have the lowest NMSE among the others.

TABLE I
TWO-LEVEL GP HYPERPARAMETERS

Parameter Synthetic Convoy EEG

σ2
x 104 160 4 ∗ 105

σ2 10−4 4 10−3

η 0.999 0.99 0.9
ξ 0.9999 0.999 0.8
ℓW 15 15 22.17
ℓΣ 10 10 0.2217

αW 10 10 10−2

αΣ 10 10 0.05

D. Parameters selection

For the proposed algorithm and for the one-level GP the

parameters η and ξ are grid optimised to make the comparison

fair. The prior shape hyperparameters ℓΣ, ℓW , αΣ, αW and

variances σ2
x and σ2 are specified so that sampled data has the

same form as training data. ADMM and STSBL use the default

values of parameters. The selected hyperparameter values for

the proposed algorithm for all datasets are presented in Table I.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a new hierarchical Gaussian process

model of spatio-temporal structure representation with complex

temporal evolution in sparse Bayesian inference methods.

This is achieved using the flexible hierarchical GP prior

for the spike and slab model, where spatial and temporal

structural dependencies are encoded by different levels of the

prior. Offline and online methods are developed for posterior

inference for this model.

We show that the introduced model can be applied to

different areas such as compressive sensing and EEG source

localisation. The results show the superiority of the proposed

method in comparison with the non-hierarchical GP method,

the alternating direction method of multipliers and the spatio-

temporal sparse Bayesian learning method. The developed

algorithms demonstrate better performance both in terms of

signal value reconstruction and localisation of non-zero signal

components: within the low amount of measurements range it

achieves around 15% improvement in terms of slab localisation

quality.
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APPENDIX A

PRODUCT AND QUOTIENT RULES

EP updates are based on products and quotients of distribu-

tions. This section presents the product and quotient rules for

Gaussian and Bernoulli distributions.

A. Product of Gaussians

A product of two Gaussian distributions is a unnormalised

Gaussian distribution

N (x;m1,Σ1)N (x;m2,Σ2) ∝ N (x;m,Σ),

where

Σ−1 = Σ−11 +Σ−12 , Σ−1m = Σ−11 m1 +Σ−12 m2

B. Quotient of Gaussians

A quotient of two Gaussian distributions is a unnormalised

Gaussian distribution3

N (x;m1,Σ1)

N (x;m2,Σ2)
∝ N (x;m,Σ),

where

Σ−1 = Σ−11 −Σ−12 , Σ−1m = Σ−11 m1 −Σ−12 m2

C. Product of Bernoulli

A product of two Bernoulli distributions is a unnormalised

Bernoulli distribution

Ber(x; Φ(z1))Ber(x; Φ(z2)) ∝ Ber(x; Φ(t(z1, z2))),

where

t(z1, z2) = Φ−1

([
(1− Φ(z1))(1− Φ(z2))

Φ(z1)Φ(z2)
+ 1

]−1)

D. Quotient of Bernoulli

A quotient of two Bernoulli distributions is a unnormalised

Bernoulli distribution

Ber(x; Φ(z1))

Ber(x; Φ(z2))
∝ Ber(x; Φ(d(z1, z2))),

where

d(z1, z2) = Φ−1

([
(1− Φ(z1))Φ(z2)

(1− Φ(z2))Φ(z1)
+ 1

]−1)

3Although quotient can lose positive semidefiniteness, we will still refer to
it as a Gaussian distribution
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APPENDIX B

EP UPDATE FOR FACTOR fit

A. Cavity distribution

The unnormalised cavity distribution q\qfit (xit, ωit) =
q(xit,ωit)

qfit (xit,ωit)
can be computed as

q\qfit =
N (xit;mt(i),Vt(i, i))Ber(ωit; Φ(zit))

N (xit;mft(i),Vft(i, i))Ber(ωit; Φ(zfit))

∝ N (xit;m
\f
it , v

\f
it )Ber(ωit; Φ(z

\f
it )),

where

(v
\f
it )
−1 = V−1t (i, i)−V−1ft

(i, i),

(v
\f
it )
−1m

\f
it = V−1t (i, i)mt(i)−V−1ft

(i, i)mft(i, i),

z
\f
it = zhit

B. Moments matching

The moments of the tilted distribution q\qfit fit are

Zit = Φ(z
\f
it )N (0;m

\f
it , v

\f
it )

+ (1− Φ(z
\f
it ))N (0;m

\f
it , v

\f
it + σ2

x),

Exit =
1− Φ(z

\f
it )

Zit

N (0;m
\f
it , v

\f
it )

m
\f
it σ

2
x

v
\f
it + σ2

x

,

Ex2
it =

1− Φ(z
\f
it )

Zit

N (0;m
\f
it , v

\f
it )

×

(
(m
\f
it )

2σ4
x

(v
\f
it + σ2

x)
2
+

v
\f
it σ

2
x

v
\f
it + σ2

x

)
,

Eωit =
Φ(z

\f
it )

Zit

N (0;m
\f
it , v

\f
it )

The new approximation q∗(xit, ωit) is

q∗ = N (xit;m
q∗

it , v
q∗

it )Ber(ωit; Φ(z
q∗

it )),

where

mq∗

it = Exit, v
q∗

it = Ex2
it − (Exit)

2, zq
∗

it = Φ−1(Eωit).

C. Factor update

The new factor approximation qnew
fit

(xit, ωit) =
q∗(xit,ωit)

q
\qfit (xit,ωit)

can be computed as

qnew
fit

=
N
(
xit;m

q∗

it , v
q∗

it

)
Ber

(
ωit; Φ

(
zq

∗

it

))

N
(
xit;m

\f
it , v

\f
it

)
Ber

(
ωit; Φ

(
z
\f
it

))

∝ N
(
xit;m

new
ft

(i),Vnew
ft

(i, i)
)

Ber
(
ωit; Φ

(
znew
fit

))
,

where

(
Vnew

ft

)−1
(i, i) =

(
vq

∗

it

)−1
−
(
v
\f
it

)−1
,

(
Vnew

fit

)−1
(i, i)mnew

ft
(i) =

(
vq

∗

it

)−1
mq∗

it −
(
v
\f
it

)−1
m
\f
fit
,

znew
fit

= d
(
zq

∗

it , z
\f
it

)
.

APPENDIX C

EP UPDATE FOR FACTOR hit

A. Cavity distribution

The unnormalised cavity distribution q\qhit (γit, ωit) =
q(γit,ωit)

qhit
(γit,ωit)

can be computed as

q\qhit =
N (γit;νt(i),S(i, i))Ber(ωit; Φ(zit))

N (γit;νht
(i),Sh(i, i))Ber(ωit; Φ(zhit

))

∝ N (γit; ν
\h
it , s

\h
it )Ber(ωit; Φ(z

\h
it )),

where

(s
\h
it )
−1 = S−1t (i, i)− S−1h (i, i)

(s
\h
it )
−1ν

\h
it = S−1t (i, i)µt(i)− S−1h (i, i)νht

(i, i)

z
\h
it = zfit

B. Moments matching

The moments of the tilted distribution q\qhithit are

Zit = Φ(z
\h
it )Φ(a) + (1− Φ(z

\h
it ))(1− Φ(a)),

Eγit =
1

Zit

(Φ(z
\h
it )K + (1− Φ(z

\h
it ))(ν

\h
it −K)),

Eγ2it =
1

Zit

[
(2Φ(z

\h
it )− 1)

(
(ν
\h
it )

2Φ(a) + s
\h
it Φ(a)

+
2ν
\h
it s
\h
it N (a; 0, 1)√
1 + s

\h
it

−
(s
\h
it )

2aN (a; 0, 1)

1 + s
\h
it

)

+ (1− Φ(z
\h
it )(s

\h
it + (ν

\h
it )

2)

]
,

Eωit =
Φ(z

\h
it )Φ(a)

Zit

,

where

a =
ν
\h
it√

1 + s
\h
it

, K = s
\h
it

N (a; 0, 1)√
1 + s

\h
it

+ ν
\h
it Φ(a)

The new approximation q∗(γit, ωit) is

q∗ = N (γit; ν
q∗

it , s
q∗

it )Ber(ωit; Φ(z
q∗

it )),

where

νq
∗

it = Eγit, s
q∗

it = Eγ2it − (Eγit)
2, zq

∗

it = Φ−1 (Eωit) .

C. Factor update

The new factor approximation qnew
hit

(γit, ωit) =
q∗(γit, ωit)

q\qhit (γit, ωit)
can be computed as

qnew
hit

=
N
(
γit; ν

q∗

it , s
q∗

it

)
Ber

(
ωit; Φ

(
zq

∗

it

))

N
(
γit; ν

\h
it , s

\h
it

)
Ber

(
ωit; Φ

(
z
\h
it

))

∝ N
(
γit;ν

new
ht

(i),Snew
h (i, i)

)
Ber

(
ωit; Φ

(
znew
hit

))
,

where

(Snew
h )
−1

(i, i) =
(
sq

∗

it

)−1
−
(
s
\h
it

)−1
,
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(Snew
h )
−1

(i, i)νnew
ht

(i) =
(
sq

∗

it

)−1
νq

∗

it −
(
s
\h
it

)−1
ν
\h
it ,

znew
hit

= d
(
zq

∗

it , z
\h
it

)
.

APPENDIX D

EP UPDATE FOR FACTOR rt

A. Cavity distribution

The unnormalised cavity distribution q\qrt (γt,µt) =
q(γt,µt)
qrt (γt,µt)

can be computed as

q\qrt =
N (γt;νt,S)N (µt; et,D)

N (γt;νrt ,Sr)N (µt; ert ,Dr)

∝ N (γt;ν
\r
t ,S

\r)N (µt; e
\r
t ,D

\r),

where

(S\r)−1 = (S)−1 − (Sr)
−1

(S\r)−1ν
\r
t = (S)−1νt − (Sr)

−1νrt

(D\r)−1 = (D)−1 − (Dr)
−1

(D\r)−1e
\r
t = (D)−1et − (Dr)

−1ert

B. Find the update for the factor qnew
rt

For the factor qrt parameters of the Gaussian distributions

found during the moment matching step are cancelled out

during the factor update step and the resulting formulae are

qnew
rt

(γt,µt) ∝ N
(
γt;ν

new
rt
,Snew

r

)
N
(
µt; e

new
rt
,Dnew

r

)
,

where

Snew
r = D\r +Σ0, νnew

rt
= e
\r
t

Dnew
r = S\r +Σ0, enew

rt
= ν

\r
t .

APPENDIX E

EP UPDATE FOR FACTOR ut

A. Cavity distribution

The unnormalised cavity distribution q\qut (µt−1,µt) =
q(µt−1,µt)

qut
(µt−1,µt)

can be computed as

q\qut =
N (µt−1; et−1,D)N (µt; et,D)

N (µt−1; eut←,Du←)N (µt; eut→,Du→)

∝ N (µt−1; e
\u
t−1,D

\u
t−1)N (µt; e

\u
t ,D

\u
t ),

where

(D
\u
t−1)

−1 = (D)−1 − (Du←)−1

(D
\u
t−1)

−1e
\u
t−1 = (D)−1et−1 − (Du←)−1eut←

(D
\u
t )−1 = (D)−1 − (Du→)−1

(D
\u
t )−1e

\u
t = (D)−1et − (Du→)−1eut→

B. Find the update for the factor qnew
ut

For the factor qut
parameters of the Gaussian distributions

found during the moment matching step are cancelled out

during the factor update step and the resulting formulae are

qnew
ut

(µt−1,µt) ∝ N
(
µt; e

new
ut→,D

new
u→

)
N
(
µt−1; e

new
ut←,D

new
u←

)
,

where

Dnew
u→ = D

\u
t−1 +W, enew

ut→ = e
\u
t−1

Dnew
u← = D

\u
t +W, enew

ut← = e
\u
t .
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